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INVENTORY

Box 1

FF 1  Centers, annual report, 1986-1987

College of General Studies

FF 2  Self Study, 1991 (1)
FF 3  Self Study, 1991 (2)
FF 4  Self Study, 1991 (3)

Departmental Five-year plans

FF 5  1986 (1)
FF 6  1986 (2)
FF 7  1986 (3)
FF 8  1986 (4)

Departmental Long range Plans, with amendments, 1983-1987

FF 9  American Civilization - Astronomy
FF 10 Biology - Classical Studies
Box 1  Departmental Long range Plans, with amendments, 1983-1987 (Cont.)

FF  11  Economics - Folklore
FF  12  Geology - History
FF  13  History and Sociology of Science - Linguistics
FF  14  Mathematics - Oriental Studies
FF  15  Other majors, groups, centers (1)
FF  16  Other majors, groups, centers (2)
FF  17  Other majors, groups, centers (3)
FF  18  Philosophy - Physics
FF  19  Political Science - Psychology
FF  20  Regional Science

Box 2

FF  1  Religious Studies - Romance Languages
FF  2  Slavic Languages
FF  3  Sociology - South Asia Regional Studies

Economics Department Review

FF  4  1979 (1)
FF  5  1979 (2)
FF  6  1979 (3)
FF  7  Epidemiology Review, 1980 spring (1)
FF  8  Epidemiology Review, 1980 spring (2)
Box 2


Genetics Graduate Group Review

FF 10  1981

FF 11  Faculty c. v. (1)

FF 12  Faculty c. v. (2)

FF 13  Immunology Review, 1980 spring (1)

FF 14  Immunology Review, 1980 spring (2)

International Relations, Graduate group, Review

FF 15  1981 October (1)

FF 16  1981 October (2) (Faculty)

FF 17  1981 October (3) (Faculty)

FF 18  1981 October (4)

Box 3

FF 1  Liberal Studies Review, 1985 (1)

FF 2  Liberal Studies Review, 1985 (2)

FF 3  Music Department Review, 1979

Psychology Department review

FF 4  1979 fall (1)

FF 5  1979 fall (2)
Box 3  Psychology Department review (Cont.)

FF 6  1979 fall (3)

Romance Languages review

FF 7  1977 fall (1)
FF 8  1977 fall (2)
FF 9  1977 fall (3)

SAS Planning and Analysis, Dean’s Office Review of Departments

FF 10  1985 July (1)
FF 11  1985 July (2)
FF 12  1985 July (3)
FF 13  1985 July (4)
FF 14  1985 July (5)

Social Gerontology review

FF 15  1978-1983 (1)
FF 16  1978-1983 (2)